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Integrated access to and analysis of data for cross-domain synthesis studies are hindered because
common characteristics of observational data, including time, location, provenance, methods, and units
are described differently within different information models, including physical implementations and
exchange schema. We describe a new information model for spatially discrete Earth observations called
the Observations Data Model Version 2 (ODM2) aimed at facilitating greater interoperability across
scientiﬁc disciplines and domain cyberinfrastructures. ODM2 integrates concepts from ODM1 and other
existing cyberinfrastructures to expand capacity to consistently describe, store, manage, and encode
observational datasets for archival and transfer over the Internet. Compared to other systems, it ac-
commodates a wider range of observational data derived from both sensors and specimens. We describe
the identiﬁcation of community information requirements for ODM2 and then present the core infor-
mation model and demonstrate how it can be formally extended to accommodate a range of information
requirements and use cases.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).Software availability
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As volumes of Earth observations increase, so does the impor-
tance of their efﬁcient management and use. In the past several
years, a number of cyberinfrastructures have emerged for sharing
spatially discrete Earth observations data, including the Con-
sortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science,
Inc. (CUAHSI) Hydrologic Information System (HIS) (Tarboton et al.,
2009), the Critical Zone Observatory Integrated Data Management
System (CZOData) (Zaslavsky et al., 2011), the Integrated Earth Data
Applications (IEDA) and EarthChem system (Lehnert et al., 2011a,
2004, 2009), and the Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS)
(IOOS, 2010a; Lubchenco, 2010). These systems are built using the
principles of service-oriented architecture (SOA) (Josuttis, 2007;
Goodall et al., 2008) and rely on standard data encodings and, in
some cases, standard semantics for classes of geoscience data. A
core focus of most of these systems is on publishing or sharing data
on the Internet via web services and domain speciﬁc encodings or
markup languages.
While these systems have made considerable progress in mak-
ing data interoperable and available, it still takes a knowledgeable
investigator substantial effort to discover and access datasets from
multiple domain-speciﬁc repositories for analysis because of in-
consistencies in the way the different domain systems describe,
encode, and share data. First, data structures used by existing
domain cyberinfrastructures are often insufﬁcient to store or
describe the entire range of Earth observations. Herewe refer to the
sufﬁciency of metadata with respect to both data discovery and
ultimate use. For example, data structures and encodings used by
the CUAHSI HIS contain the necessary metadata to describe time
series of in situ observations made at point locations such as
streamﬂow gages and weather stations. However, they are inade-
quate for water quality or solid Earth geochemical samples taken in
the ﬁeld and analyzed later in a laboratory because existingmethod
and sample descriptions do not contain all of the needed metadata
and are not extensible to allow, for example, important data
structures such as sample fractions and sub-sample parentechild
relationships. Conversely, the EarthChem system contains the
necessary metadata elements and structures to effectively describe
observations derived from ex situ analysis of geochemical samples,
but is not well structured to support time series of observations
from in situ sensors.
Yet, there are many research scenarios that require efﬁcient
integration of these data types across different domains of obser-
vational Earth science. For example, understanding a soil proﬁle's
geochemical response to extreme weather events requires inte-
gration of hydrologic and atmospheric time series with geochem-
ical data from soil sample fractions collected over various depth
intervals from soil cores or pits at different positions on a land-
scape. Similarly, understanding spatial and temporal patterns in
suspended sediment ﬂuxes, sources, and associated contaminants
in response to land use and climate change requires close inte-
gration of hydrologic time series with a variety of geochemical data
analyzed in different laboratories on separate sample fractions (e.g.,
acid extract of ﬁne sediments for heavy metals, solvent extract of
whole water for organic contaminants, dried ﬁlter for suspended
solids concentration). Currently, integrated access to and analysis of
data for such studies are hindered because common characteristics
of observational data, including time, location, provenance,
methods, and units are described using different constructs within
different systems. Integration requires multiple syntactic and se-
mantic translations that are, in many cases, manual, error-prone,
and/or lossy. Management of data across multiple repositories/
systems is similarly complicated, and data managers such as those
managing diverse datasets from large projects like Critical ZoneObservatories may prefer a single schema that enables a more
efﬁcient data integration strategy (e.g., more straightforward,
lossless, sustainable, reusable, etc.) rather than managing multiple
different domain databases with different schemas.
While there are many properties of observations that are com-
mon across the various types of observational data acquired and
used within the geosciences, each domain also presents observa-
tion types that are unique. In many instances, data structures have
been built to support the most common types of observations
within a speciﬁc domain, without consideration of the broader
context of available observations across domains, leading to sub-
stantial syntactic and semantic heterogeneity in observational data
representations. Semantic and syntactic heterogeneity are major
hurdles to be overcome, especially across data types and scientiﬁc
domains (Beran and Piasecki, 2009; Horsburgh et al., 2009; Hankin
et al., 2010a, 2010b). Because many systems (including those
mentioned above) already have their own existing data structures
and/or database implementations, one solution to achieving
interoperability between systems is to agree upon a common in-
formation model to which data in the existing systems can be
mapped. The common element, then, across systems and the ser-
vices that they provide is the information model, with physical
implementations within various ﬁle systems and databases for data
storage, within extensiblemarkup language (XML) schemas and ﬁle
formats for data transfer, and within web service interfaces that
provide access to data. Indeed, overcoming heterogeneity and
achieving interoperability and more reliable data integration
within SOAs depends on standardizing descriptions of common
characteristics within a common information model and well-
deﬁned interfaces and data encodings that implement it.
An information model is a representation of concepts, re-
lationships, constraints, rules, and operations that specify the se-
mantics of data for a chosen domain of discourse (Lee, 1999). At its
simplest level, an information model deﬁnes the domain's entity
types and their properties, relationships, and allowed operations
on the entities. In relational database design terminology, an in-
formationmodel is essentially equivalent to a “conceptual database
model” (e.g., Connolly and Begg, 2005). In a relational database
implementation of an information model, entities become tables
and their properties become table columns. More generally, an
information model provides a sharable, stable, and organized
structure of the information requirements for a domain context,
without constraining how that description is mapped to an actual
implementation in software (Fulton, 2006). There may be many
mappings of the information model. Such mappings are called data
models, irrespective of whether they are object models, entity
relationship models such as those used by relational databases, or
XML schemas. The fundamental elements within the information
model are based on the domain of discourse to be described and
how themodel will be usede e.g., to support data discovery or data
storage. For example, a rich set of descriptive metadata about the
variables that were observed and the context within which an
observation was made is fundamental for both discovering and
interpreting observational data (Madin et al., 2007). The informa-
tion model behind a data system is thus critically important to the
effectiveness and interoperability of any cyberinfrastructure.
Domain-agnostic information models for observations have
been developed and standardized (e.g., the Open Geospatial Con-
sortium's (OGC) Observations and Measurements (O&M) standard
(Cox, 2010)). While they provide a general framework and key
constructs for describing different types of observations, these
models are expected to be used as a common basis for domain-
speciﬁc proﬁles of information exchange. In this paper, we
demonstrate how a single, detailed proﬁle can be developed for a
wider range of geoscience domains. As architects and developers of
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Chem, and IOOS, we were familiar with their strengths, de-
ﬁciencies, and opportunities for creating greater interoperability
both within and across them. The contribution of this paper is the
presentation of an information model design called Observations
Data Model 2 (ODM2) that builds on the success of these existing
systems to support a broad class of Earth science data e i.e.,
spatially discrete Earth observations. Our goal was to develop an
information model that is integrative and extensible, accommo-
dating a wide range of observational data and aimed at achieving
greater interoperability across multiple disciplines and systems
that support publication of Earth observations.
In our presentation of the information model design, we
describe the structure and features of ODM2 and identify the en-
tities, attributes, and relationships required to describe observa-
tions. We sought to answer the question of what information must
accompany observational datasets for them to be archivable and
discoverable within a data publication system as well as inter-
pretable once retrieved from such a system for analysis and (re)use.
We sought to develop a model that is sufﬁciently rich to enable
management of both in situ and ex situ observations and that can be
used in a range of data management use cases that have tradi-
tionally relied on different data structures and exchange encodings.
Although the speciﬁc contribution of this paper is in the design of
the information model, we present multiple physical imple-
mentations of ODM2 that meet the major functionality needs of a
SOA for managing and sharing observational data as examples of
how ODM2 can be implemented and end with a discussion of im-
plications for data management within geoscience domain
cyberinfrastructures.
2. Spatially discrete Earth observations in existing
cyberinfrastructures
A spatially discrete Earth observation is one that applies to an
entire vector feature or phenomenon represented by one or more
geometric primitives (i.e., points, curves, surfaces, or solids) (ISO,
19107, 2003; ISO, 19123, 2005). In practice, the most widely
implemented geometric primitives are 0-to-2-dimensional point,
line, and polygon “simple features” and collections thereof
(Herring, 2011). Examples include time series of hydrologic obser-
vations from a stream gage, water temperature observations
recorded by a sensor onboard a buoy drifter, total ecosystem
respiration over a watershed area, sediment samples from a lake
bed, and solid Earth geochemical samples taken from a soil core.
Observations may be generated by in situ sensors that make mea-
surements regularly (e.g., at high sampling rates with constant
intervals) or sporadically (e.g., triggered by environmental condi-
tions). Or, they may result from ex situ analysis of environmental
samples or sample fractions. In practice, it is likely that multiple
types of observations are made at a particular monitoring location
e e.g., water quality samples collected at a stream gage where
streamﬂow and water temperature are also measured in situ.
The scope of ODM2 and of this discussion speciﬁcally excludes
spatial ﬁelds, including 2D rasters and 2-3D irregular tessellations
(ISO, 19123, 2005; Nativi et al., 2008; Unidata, 2014), though it is
recognized that the discrete and continuous geographic phenom-
ena are not mutually exclusive (ISO, 19123, 2005). Many cyberin-
frastructures exist in the geoscience domain that encompass the
publication of spatially discrete Earth observations. The following
sections provide an overview of several of these systems that
informed the development of ODM2. Although only a cross section
of existing systems within the geosciences, these cyberinfras-
tructures, their requirements, and their deﬁciencies are illustrative
of much of the domain.2.1. CUAHSI HIS
Over the past several years, the CUAHSI HIS has achieved
tremendous success in advancing the interoperability of hydrologic
observations made at ﬁxed monitoring points (e.g., streamﬂow
gages, weather stations) through the development and standard-
ized use of the Observations Data Model (ODM) (Horsburgh et al.,
2008), which was implemented for data storage in a relational
database (ODM Version 1.1.1), translated into an XML schema for
data transfer via web services (WaterML 1.1 and WaterOneFlow,
respectively) (Zaslavsky et al., 2007). This then led to the devel-
opment of WaterML 2.0 as an OGC standard for the representation
of hydrological observations data with a speciﬁc focus on time se-
ries structures (Taylor, 2014). ODM was used to structure a central
metadata catalog database that supports data discovery services
(Whitenack et al., 2010), and was implemented as a relational
database schema for storing local copies of observational data
retrieved from HydroServers by the CUAHSI HIS HydroDesktop
client application (Ames et al., 2012). The information model is also
supported by a set of controlled vocabularies (Horsburgh et al.,
2014) that promote semantic consistency in the language used to
describe observations.
Despite the success of the CUAHSI HIS for hydrologic time series
measured at ﬁxed geographic points, its underlying information
model and implementations (e.g., ODM 1.1.1, WaterML 1.1, etc.)
lack: 1) adequate structures to fully describe some types of obser-
vations derived from ex situ analysis of ﬁeld samples, subsamples
and sample fractions, as well as other data types used commonly in
the geosciences; 2) the ability to represent observations made on
geometries other than points (e.g., average precipitation over a
watershed); and 3) extensibility that would enable it to easily
accommodate additional data types or metadata attributes. In
addition, the ODM relational schema was designed primarily for
the use case involving local, small-scale hydrologic data publishing
and sharing and didn't easily scale to a large number of frequently
updated time series without tuning or restructuring. As a result,
using it for management of large-scale hydrologic catalogs or in
situations requiring near-real-time data acquisition and publishing
for large numbers of sites required signiﬁcant internal rewiring,
which broke compatibility between codes written for different use
cases and led to divergent implementations. With wider deploy-
ment of the CUAHSI HIS in recent years, both in the U.S. and
internationally, revisiting the design of ODM was in order.
Another key driver has been further development of informa-
tion models and standard speciﬁcations for hydrologic data ex-
change, in particular through the activities of the Hydrology
Domain Working Group of the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) and OGC. In 2012, a ﬁrst international standard for water
data exchange, WaterML 2.0 Part 1, was adopted, followed by
WMO's recommendation to start pilot implementation of the new
speciﬁcation by member countries. With WaterML 2.0 positioned
to become the international lingua franca for hydrologic time se-
ries, therewas a clear need to align ODM to the extent possiblewith
the information model expressed in WaterML 2.0, which leverages
OGC's Geography Markup Language (GML) and the O&M models.
2.2. EarthChem
Since 2005, the EarthChem project (http://www.earthchem.org/
) has developed and operated a suite of data systems and services
for solid Earth geochemical data that are acknowledged worldwide
as a leading resource for sample-based analytical data. EarthChem's
systems include: the Petrologic Database (PetDB e http://www.
earthchem.org/petdb); the EarthChem Portal, which provides a
central access point to data in federated databases; the EarthChem
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datasets; and Geochron (http://www.geochron.org/), which pro-
vides data management for geochonological and thermochrono-
logical data. One of EarthChem's main achievements has been the
community-driven development of metadata standards for
geochemical data through workshops, the Editors Roundtable
(Goldstein et al., 2014), and collaboration with other geochemical
data systems (Lehnert et al., 2007). EarthChem has developed
templates for investigators to format their data and assemble
metadata according to these standards. The EarthChem develop-
ment group has also led the development of standards for identi-
ﬁcation, registration, and documentation of physical samples in the
geosciences, creating the International Geo Sample Number IGSN
and the System for Earth Sample Registration SESAR (www.
geosamples.org; Lehnert et al., 2005; Lehnert et al., 2011b).
EarthChem data collections employ a modiﬁed version of the
data model that was developed for the PetDB and Geochemistry of
Rocks of the Oceans and Continents (GEOROC) databases (Lehnert
et al., 2000), and that has been adopted by various other
geochemical databases such as the Metamorphic Petrology Data-
base (MetPetDB e Spear et al., 2009) and the Critical Zone
Geochemical Database (CZChemDB e Niu et al., 2011). In order to
develop interoperability among geochemical databases and allow
users to seamlessly discover and access data in distributed systems,
EarthChem developed an XML schema for sample-based
geochemical data that is now used as the standard data transfer
protocol for databases in the EarthChem federation. EarthChem's
information model contains information necessary to describe
geochemical samples, subsamples, sample fractions, the observa-
tions derived from them, and provenance of the data. However,
despite its successes for supporting specimen-based data, the
EarthChem information model needed improvement because it
lacked important informational elements for describing sub-
samples. Additionally, since all data in EarthChem are related to a
discrete specimen, the EarthChem information model was inap-
propriate for time series-based information.
2.3. Critical Zone Observatory Integrated Data Management System
(CZOData)
Developed over the past several years, the prototype CZOData
system focused on publishing hydrologic time series observations
collected at Critical Zone Observatory (CZO) sites and leveraged
SOA approaches and software components developed by the
CUAHSI HIS project (Zaslavsky et al., 2011). The prototype CZOData
system used a group of ASCII ﬁles that followed a relatively simple,
text based format called “CZO Display Files.” The Display File format
was created to provide a simple way for CZO site data managers to
publish their data. The Display File format was based in large part
on the CUAHSI HIS ODM 1.1.1 informationmodel. Once published at
an individual CZO web site, Display Files were automatically har-
vested into the CZO Central Data Repository at the San Diego Su-
percomputer Center (SDSC). The harvested data were then
validated against shared vocabularies and a variable ontology,
archived in a set of ODM 1.1.1 databases established for each CZO,
and then published via standard CUAHSI WaterOneFlow web ser-
vices that transmitted the data using WaterML 1.1 and WaterML
2.0. CZO shared vocabularies were also adapted from the CUAHSI
HIS ODM 1.1.1 controlled vocabulary management system and
established semantic conventions within the CZOData system.
However, because of the lack of an information model that could
accommodate both time series and specimen-based data, the
prototype CZOData system lacked the ability to integrate both hy-
drologic time series data and geochemical and other specimen-
based datasets, which are commonly collected within the CZOs.Efforts are now ongoing to operationalize the prototype CZOData
system and to improve support for specimen-based datasets.
Enabling data integration at the information model and storage
level would permit a more ﬂexible data publication infrastructure
and additional types of cross-domain database queries.
2.4. Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS)
IOOS is a U.S. federal-regional partnership enhancing the na-
tion's ability to collect, deliver, and use data and information
needed to better understand our oceans, coasts, and Great Lakes,
and to contribute to global ocean observing efforts (Lubchenco,
2010). Central to IOOS is the presence of a Data Management and
Communication (DMAC) subsystem capable of delivering real-time,
delayed-mode, and historical data for in situ and remotely-sensed
physical, chemical, and biological observations, as well as model-
generated outputs, integrated across many diverse providers and
data types (IOOS, 2010a; IOOS, 2010b; Haines et al., 2012). IOOS
DMAC is an evolving, loosely coupled system-of-systems focused
on the implementation and reﬁnement of existing community
standards for web service interfaces, metadata, and data encodings
(IOOS, 2010a) to enable interoperable distribution of marine data. It
is built on: 1) the widely supported standards and software stack
for ocean data interoperability composed of the netCDF ﬁle format,
Climate and Forecast (CF) conventions, Unidata Common Data
Model (CDM) and OpeNDAP data access protocol (Hankin et al.,
2010b; Unidata, 2014; Nativi et al., 2008), for both continuous
and discrete data; and 2) complementary OGC geospatial and
sensor standards, particularly the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)
suite of standards (Br€oring et al., 2011) for in situ data, with IOOS
customizations to sensormetadata conventions and data encodings
that include harmonization with CF conventions and CDM Discrete
Sampling Geometries (also known as Point Scientiﬁc Feature
Types). This approach has greatly facilitated the joint use of
continuous data (e.g., model forecasts, remote sensing) and in situ
sensor-based observations from ﬁxed monitoring stations, depth
proﬁlers, and autonomous vehicles. However, integration with
sample-based observations and hydrological data is a continuing
challenge that hinders some marine applications as well as cross-
domain “summit-to-sea” integrative assessments of watershed
freshwater exports with coastal impacts such as eutrophication and
pollutant runoff.
3. Community context and design requirements
Many of the information requirements for ODM2 were identi-
ﬁed through our experience in developing existing geoscience
cyberinfrastructures over the past several years and through jointly
reviewing the needs of existing systems. We spent considerable
time examining data use cases from our own data collection ac-
tivities, those ongoing within the CZOs, and those from users of the
data management and publication systems we have developed. We
also considered examples from the literature where different
groups had used ODM 1.1.1 (e.g., Muste et al., 2010; Conner et al.,
2013; McEnery et al., 2013; Muste et al., 2013). We assembled
and used a broad set of data use cases to establish a scope for the
types of observational data that ODM2 needed to support and to
provide a means for testing the generality and effectiveness of
ODM2 with real data.
We gained additional insight from those who had modiﬁed or
extended ODM 1.1.1 to support additional types of data or new
functionality. For example, Beran et al. (2008) adopted many of the
concepts from ODM 1.1.1, but suggested a new structure with a core
data model and a set of proﬁles that extended the core to provide
functionality to support additional data types. Winslow et al.
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for storing sensor data streams from the Global Lake Ecological
Observatory Network (GLEON). Mason et al. (2014) derived a new
data model called VOEIS Data Model (VODM) that added data
streams, data sets, users, roles, memberships, and other features to
ODM.More recently, Hersh andMaidment (2014) extended ODM to
better support applications with physical, chemical, and biological
oceanographic data. Each of these efforts made important modiﬁ-
cations and improvements to the original ODMdesign that wewere
able to consider for ODM2.
We also closely examined the functionality that ODM2 could
support within the SOAs of existing cyberinfrastructures to identify
requirements driven by the needs of these physical implementa-
tions. For example, a metadata catalog implementation of ODM2
has different requirements than a data transfer schema, and both
contributed unique requirements for the information model
design. We elicited input from community members through sur-
veys, informal communications, and through a review of consid-
erable informal feedback on our existing systems received from
community members over the past several years.
We held two community design workshops during 2012 and
2013 with 39 participants from the geoscience community. At these
workshops, we examined data use cases, identiﬁed requirements
for physical implementations, and vetted preliminary designs. We
asked participants to articulate questions or queries that they
would like geoscience domain cyberinfrastructures to support.
Most of their responses were in the form of data discovery queries
of types not typically supported by existing geoscience cyberin-
frastructures (see Table 1 for sample queries that were generated).
We examined each of the queries and identiﬁed the information
that would be required to support them. For example, the ﬁrst
query in the list (“Find stations that have soil conductivity mea-
surements deeper than 1 m below the surface”) would require
descriptive information about which properties have been
measured at a location along with information about spatial offsets
(e.g., depth below the surface at which the observation was
measured). We then sought to support the information re-
quirements of as many of these queries as possible in our design for
ODM2. We combined the information requirements extracted from
our workshop activities, those that we identiﬁed through our own
experience, and those from our review of the literature into our
design.Table 1




1 Find stations that have soil conductivity measurements deeper than 1 m
2 Find datasets authored by a particular investigator about suspended sed
3 Find Critical Zone Observatory sites that are situated on limestone.
4 Find precipitation inﬁltration data for sites that have strongly developed
5 Find data for instream primary productivity (GPP) and Chlorophyll-a by
6 Find streamﬂow and water temperature data from the Andrews Experim
7 Find all sample collection events with geochemistry and microbiologica
collected at stream and river stations within a river basin.
8 Find all sites where sapﬂow studies have been conducted along with tre
9 Find all sites having data for matric potential in alﬁsols along with depth o
10 Find sites where there are continuous datasets of water temperature an
observation frequency of 1 h or less and having a weather station nearb
11 Find sites where there are high-frequency measurements of turbidity col
phosphorus.
12 What are all the data collected/contributed from a given list of investiga
13 Find particular data from a list of sites around the globe at a certain loca
14 Find all published papers from 1990 to 2000 that have analyses on volca
15 Find carbon concentrations at river sites with drainage area >100,000 km
time range (years), data originator, and individual variables measured.
16 For a point on a river network, return all “small stream” sites upstreamFinally, we identiﬁed a range of speciﬁc data use cases (e.g.,
speciﬁc observational datasets) from multiple scientiﬁc domains
that we used to “ﬂex” and test the information model. We tested
multiple physical implementations of the information model (e.g.,
relational database implementations in multiple RDBMS, markup
ﬁle based implementations for Internet exchange, etc.) by loading
data from these data use cases, writing queries, testing ﬁle parsers,
etc. We then used what we learned from our prototyping to feed
back into the information model design.
4. ODM2 information model design
The OGC O&M standard (Cox, 2010) provides a deﬁnition of an
observation that is useful as context for the description of the
ODM2 information model:
“An observation is an act associated with a discrete time instant or
period through which a number, term, or other symbol is assigned
to a phenomenon. It involves application of a speciﬁed procedure,
such as a sensor, instrument, algorithm, or process chain. The
procedure may be applied in situ, remotely, or ex situ with respect
to sampling location. The result of an observation is an estimate of
the value of a property of some feature.”
A general, domain-agnostic deﬁnition of observations, such as
the one above, provides the basis for a high-level information
model that supports observations of many types from many do-
mains. However, in practice the speciﬁc information requirements
of the domain must be mapped to the general concepts of “obser-
vation,” “act,” “phenomenon,” “procedure,” “result,” “property,”
“feature,” etc. ODM2 does this for the domain of spatially discrete
Earth observations. The ODM2 information model design adopts
several of these terms from O&M to provide a high level structure
within which we were able to organize the information re-
quirements we identiﬁed. In fact, ODM2 can be considered an
application proﬁle of O&M for spatially discrete Earth observations.
However, we also extended O&M in some signiﬁcant ways to meet
the needs of our data use cases and functional requirements.
The ODM2 information model is organized with a “Core” and
multiple “extension” schemas. The Core contains entities, attri-
butes, and relationships that are common for all observations,
regardless of type. The extension schemas contain entities,ited for readability.
below the surface.
iment composition in stream water.
C horizons in the soil proﬁle.
season, stream order, and land use.
ental Forest from 1950 to 1980.
l data associated with suspended sediment samples and subsamples/fractions
e species investigated, underlying lithology, and climate parameters.
f soils, underlying lithology, landscape position, land use, and climate parameters.
d dissolved oxygen concentration having records of at least 1 year, with an
y with measurements of solar radiation.
lected for more than a year along with samples of total suspended solids and total
tors?
l time of day.
no rock from Peru.
2, in South America. For each site, return the number of measurements available,
that have measured nutrient concentrations.
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Core to meet speciﬁc use cases. We chose this organization for
modularity. Every implementation of ODM2 will use the Core
schema, but extension schemas need only be used for speciﬁc use
cases. Users can adopt the full ODM2 model or they can use the
Core and only the extensions they need, enabling control over the
level of complexity in implementation. Additionally, this makes it
easier to add new functionality via future extensions. This model
for metadata organization is similar to that used by other metadata
standards such as Dublin Core (DCMI, 2012) and Darwin Core
(Darwin Core Task Group, 2015).
In the following sections we describe in more detail the Core
and each of the extension schemas that we have developed to date.
Although the ODM2 information model described here is inde-
pendent of physical implementation considerations and could be
expressed using a number of different conceptual representations,
much of our design work for ODM2 was completed using entity
relationship modeling (ERM) because it was a common “language”
understood by all of the members of our multi-domain design
team, who had varying levels of experience with information
model, data model, and software design and implementation. For
the purposes of this paper, we have chosen to illustrate the design
of ODM2 using entity-relationship diagrams showing subsets of the
full ODM2 model to take advantage of the ERM's simpliﬁed nota-
tion and to reﬂect our expectation that relational databases will be
one of the most common physical implementations of ODM2. The
full data dictionary, including deﬁnitions of each entity and attri-
bute as well as data type descriptions, can be accessed via HTML-
based documentation on the ODM2 GitHub website (https://
github.com/ODM2/ODM2).
4.1. ODM2 core schema
The ODM2 Core schema is shown in Fig. 1. The name of each
entity in the ODM2Core schema is preﬁxed with “ODM2Core,” and
each is drawn with a red title box and outline. Only those entities
shown in Fig. 1 are part of the ODM2Core schema. In subsequent
sections (4.2e4.8) we describe extensions to the ODM2Core
schema. Within these sections we use similar symbology (name
preﬁxes and unique colors surrounding entity titles) to indicate the
extension to which each entity belongs. In some diagrams, we have
included entities from the ODM2Core schema to illustrate where
the extension entities connect to the ODM2Core entities.
In the ODM2 Core, an “observation” is made up of two elements:
an Action performed on or at a SamplingFeature that produces an
observation Result, and a Result that is the outcome of that Action.
Partly adapted from a laboratory data model (e.g., Wendl et al.,
2007), this is a critical distinction as ODM2 explicitly models Ac-
tions and the People or teams that perform them, whereas ODM
1.1.1 and O&M do not. The separation of Actions and their Results
enables: 1) a single Action to have many Results (e.g., a “Specimen
analysis” Action may result in concentration values for many
different Variables); 2) Actions to be of many different types (e.g.,
“Specimen analysis” Action, “Calibration” Action, “Instrument
deployment” Action, etc.); and 3) similar to O&M, Results that may
be of many different types (e.g., a “Specimen analysis” Actionwith a
“Measurement” Result or an “Instrument deployment” Action with
a “Time series” Result). It also enables the creation of Actions that
do not have Results but that may be related to Actions that do
produce Results (e.g., a “Specimen preparation” Action that is
related to a “Specimen analysis” Action that produces a Result),
which is important in representing samplingworkﬂows (see details
below). An Action that produces a Result is performed by one or
more People on or at a SamplingFeature (see Section 4.2 for a
description of SamplingFeatures). People may be afﬁliated with anOrganization when they perform an Action. Every Action is per-
formed using a Method, which is the equivalent of O&M's “Proce-
dure.” Like Actions, Methods can be of many different types (e.g.,
“Instrument deployment,” “Specimen collection,” “Specimen
analysis,” etc.), and terms used to specify Method types are iden-
tical to those used to specify Action types (e.g., a “Specimen anal-
ysis” Action is described by a “Specimen analysis” Method).
Actions are modeled generically so that many different types of
Actions can be recorded and associated either directly or indirectly
with a Result. Actions that produce Results may have other Actions
associated with them. For example, a “Specimen analysis” Action
that generates a Result may have a related “Specimen collection”
Action and a related “Specimen preparation” Action. Relationships
among Actions (e.g., in the case of a workﬂow of many Actions that
culminates in an observation Result) can be expressed using spe-
ciﬁc semantic terms chosen from a controlled vocabulary (e.g.,
“isChildOf” or “isRelatedTo”) that specify parent/child or other re-
lationships among Actions. Using relationships among Actions,
complex workﬂows of sensor deployments or specimen collection
and handling that culminate in observation Results can be
expressed in ODM2.
Fig. 2 provides an example of an hierarchy of Actions that all
originate from a single visit to a monitoring Site. There are multiple
linear workﬂows within this example, where a workﬂow is a path
from the ﬁrst Action (the site visit) to an independent Result (i.e., a
measurement of the concentration of some constituent in one of
the Specimens). There is also a partial workﬂow where a Specimen
was collected, but then no further Actions were taken. In this
example, even though each of the Specimens may have been
collected at the same location and time, each of the Results may be
very different because the Specimen preservation and preparation
Actions are different. However, each of the Results can be traced all
the way back to the site visit during which the Specimens were
collected by tracing up the hierarchy using each Action's immediate
parent, facilitating complete metadata to support interpretation of
each of the Results.
In contrast to Specimen workﬂows, deployment of in situ sen-
sors involves ongoing data collection, and additional site visit Ac-
tions may be required over time for sensor cleaning, maintenance,
and calibration. Representing the sequence of Actions related to a
sensor deployment and the generated time series Result involves
potentially multiple, separate hierarchies of Actions, all of which
must be related to the initial sensor deployment (because the
sensor deployment is the Action to which the Result is linked). For
example, Fig. 3 shows that not all relationships among Actions are
simple parent/child relationships that result in linear workﬂows.
Instead, multiple types of relationships are required, with re-
lationships among Actions expressed using semantic terms chosen
from a controlled vocabulary. A user wishing to retrieve all Actions
related to a time series Result would get not only the relationship
with the site visit during which the original deployment was made,
but also all subsequent Actions that have been related (e.g., in-
strument cleaning, calibration, and retrieval Actions or any other
Actions for which a formal relationship has been created).
A Result consists of metadata describing one ormore data values
that are the consequence of an observation Action. Every Result
must be associated with a single Action that generated it. Results
can be of many different types, which are described in a controlled
vocabulary of Result types. The data values themselves are not
encoded in the ODM2 Core schema, but rather in a set of linked
entities in the Results extension (see Section 4.3 for details).
Separating metadata about Results from their data values enables
catalog implementations of ODM2 that would use metadata for
Results in the Core schema to enable data discovery, but would not
require the data values themselves. In a relational database context,
Fig. 1. Entity-relationship diagram of the Core schema. This diagram and all subsequent entity relationship diagrams use crows foot notation for relationship cardinality and
participation.
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per Result (e.g., TimeSeries) is that inserts and reads of data values
will execute much more quickly given that the data values are no
longer in the center of the schema and joined to all of the metadata
tables as was the case with ODM 1.1.1.
Results are associated with a Variable that speciﬁes the
observed property, Units specify the units of measure for the data
values within a Result, and a ProcessingLevel deﬁnes the level of
processing to which a result has been subject (e.g., “Raw” or
“Quality Controlled” data). Each Variable has a name and a type that
are chosen from controlled vocabularies in ODM2. Unlike ODM1.1.1,
Units are not treated as a controlled vocabulary in ODM2. Rather,
ODM2 contains an entity within which Units of measure can be
described with a link to an external system from which the units
were chosen (e.g., the ODM 1.1.1 Units controlled vocabulary or the
Quantities, Units, Dimensions and Data Types Ontologies (QUDT)
(Hodgson et al., 2014)).
TaxonomicClassiﬁers provide a way to classify Results according
to terms from a formal taxonomy. This entity permits an additional
dimension for Results, enabling users to assign both a name for the
Variable that was observed and a taxonomic term that qualiﬁes the
Variable name. Examples include speciﬁcation of the taxonomic
name (TaxonomicClassiﬁer) of a species for which a presence/
absence or count observation has been made (Variable), speciﬁca-
tion of the taxonomic name of a mineral (TaxonomicClassiﬁer) forwhich a percent composition observation has been made on a
specimen (Variable), or speciﬁcation of the taxonomic name (Tax-
onomicClassiﬁer) for a soil type on which an observation has been
made (Variable). Use of TaxonomicClassiﬁers avoids the repetition
and complexity of overloading Variable names with taxonomic
terms. For example, if an investigator was observing the number of
ﬁsh for multiple species within a given stretch of river, a Varia-
bleName would be required for each ﬁsh species that might be
observed (e.g., “Count of Oncorhynchus mykiss,” “Count of Salmo
trutta,” “Count of Oncorhynchus clarkii,” “Count of Salvelinus fon-
tinalis,” etc.). ODM2 enables speciﬁcation of a single Variable with a
name of “Count.” The entity being counted can then be speciﬁed
using terms from a taxonomy. In this example, terms from the
taxonomy specify the count “of what.” Similarly, if a user were
observing percent composition of many different minerals in a rock
sample, a single Variable name of “Percent composition” could be
used along with a taxonomy that formally deﬁnes the names of the
minerals.
The Datasets entity is used to encode information about groups
of Results that are logically related. Datasets may consist of a single
Result (e.g., a time series Result for a single Variable collected at a
monitoring Site) or could be a group of many Results (e.g., all of the
time series Results for all Variables collected at a monitoring site).
ODM2 does not constrain how Results are grouped into Datasets.
Groupings are determined by users. Each Dataset may be assigned
Fig. 2. Example sampling and analysis workﬂow expressed using related actions.
Fig. 3. Example sensor workﬂow expressed using related actions.
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Dataset was loaded into an ODM2 database instance from anexternal source (e.g., a data table from a published manuscript), the
Citation would point at the original source of the data. If the ODM2
J.S. Horsburgh et al. / Environmental Modelling & Software 79 (2016) 55e74 63database instance inwhich the data are stored is the original source
of the data (e.g., where the ODM2 database is used by a research
group or system to publish original data), the Citation information
speciﬁes how that Dataset should be cited by others. See Section 4.5
for more details about Citations and provenance.4.2. Sampling features extension
In many cases, scientists wish to make observations on geo-
spatial features that can be inaccessible or whose properties are not
directly or readily observable given a feature's size or location. For
example, it is impossible using current methods to measure many
properties of an entire aquifer or over an entire rock outcrop. The
O&M standard deﬁnes these real-world, geospatial features as
“features of interest,” or the feature of ultimate interest to an
investigation (Cox, 2010). A speciﬁc set of observations may also be
collected to address more than one feature of interest at different
scales (e.g., a stream reach and the entire drainage area), or may
vary with time. To overcome these ambiguities and physical chal-
lenges regarding features of interest, proximate “sampling fea-
tures” are used for observation. Sampling features are accessible
and have properties that are sensible. ODM2 adopts the term
“SamplingFeature” fromO&M to describe the geospatial or physical
entity on which or at which observations are made and other Ac-
tions are performed. SamplingFeatures can be of many different
types chosen from a controlled vocabulary, including Sites (as
deﬁned in ODM 1.1.1), Specimens, Transects, Sections, Proﬁles, Bore
holes, etc. The SamplingFeatures extension enables the encoding of
detailed information about SamplingFeatures. While optional, it is
anticipated that this extension will be valuable for most ODM2 use
cases. ODM2 currently focuses on SamplingFeatures that are Sites
or Specimens, which are relevant to a large percentage of the data
use cases we examined; however, several other types of Sam-
plingFeatures can be represented.
Every SamplingFeature, regardless of type, is described ﬁrst in
the SamplingFeatures entity in the Core schema. Then, speciﬁc at-
tributes are encoded in an entity customized for the Sam-
plingFeature type (e.g., Sites or Specimens) and organized within
the SamplingFeatures extension (Fig. 4). Currently, only Sites and
Specimens entities have been created in ODM2. For other Sam-
plingFeature types, users may wish to add custom entities to theFig. 4. Entity-relationship diagram of the SamplingFeatures schema. Entities with a red back
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)SamplingFeatures extension if additional detail is needed. If rele-
vant, each SamplingFeature may have a spatial geometry encoding
and a corresponding geospatial primitive type (e.g., point, line,
polygon, etc.) chosen from a controlled vocabulary. The method for
expressing the geometry depends on the physical implementation
of the information model. For example, it may be expressed using a
native geospatial data type within a relational database manage-
ment system or it may be encoded in Well Known Text (WKT)
(Herring, 2011) or Geography Markup Language (GML) (ISO, 19136,
2007) for text-based or XML encoding, respectively.
SamplingFeatures may also be related. A Specimen Sam-
plingFeature may be collected at a Site SamplingFeature or may be
subsampled from another Specimen. A Proﬁle SamplingFeature
may be located at a Site SamplingFeature. In all cases, these re-
lationships are encoded in the RelatedFeatures entity. Each Sam-
plingFeature may be associated with a SamplingFeature that is its
parent (e.g., a Specimen SamplingFeature is collected at a parent
Site SamplingFeature), or may participate in other speciﬁc rela-
tionship types chosen from a controlled vocabulary. Finally, spatial
offsets for SamplingFeatures provide the ability to describe re-
lationships among SamplingFeatures that involve some sort of
geographical separation between the two features. An example
would be a Specimen that was collected at a Site, but at a speciﬁc
distance below the surface of the water or land. Spatial offsets are
speciﬁed in the SpatialOffsets entity and are expressed using up to
three coordinates, each of which has a value and units. The Spa-
tialOffset is also described by a SpatialOffsetType, which is chosen
from a controlled vocabulary. The SpatialOffsetType determines
how each of the three coordinates is used. For example, a simple
depth offset can be expressed using a single coordinate that records
the depth below the land or water surface. In this example, the ﬁrst
offset coordinate would be used to record the depth. The other two
offset coordinates would be NULL.4.3. Results extension
ODM2 currently supports several Result types that allow for
encoding data of different types (i.e., numeric versus categorical)
and data that vary over space, time, and potentially other di-
mensions. In describing the individual Result types supported by
ODM2, it is useful to describe the concept of a “measurementground are from the Core schema. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
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that establishes rules for control of components of a phenomenon
to permit measurement of one component (Sinton,1978; Chrisman,
1999). In ODM2, each Result type has a spatial component, a tem-
poral component, and an observed Variable component. According
to Chrisman (1999), there are generally three possible roles for the
spatial, temporal, and observed Variable components e in order to
measure one component, one of the others has to be ﬁxed, while
the third serves as a control. Control denotes a mechanism of re-
straint on the variation of a component. For example, a water level
sensor must be ﬁxed in one location, and the rate of temporal
sampling controlled so the depth of water (the observed Variable)
can be measured. Explicit measurement framework conceptuali-
zation (e.g., the role of space, time, and observed Variable) is useful
in understanding how data can be integrated and is captured in the
metadata expressed in ODM2 for each Result type. Nevertheless, it
is possible for all three components (the triplet of space, time, and
observed Variable) to be varying (i.e., measured) jointly.
ODM2 does not constrain the measurement framework for
Result types (i.e., it does not require every Result type to have a
ﬁxed, controlled, and measured component). However, a funda-
mental, structural choice has been made that for all Result Types
the observed Variable component is measured. In ODM2, Proc-
essingLevel, Units, data collection Status, and SampledMedium,
which are all attributes of a Result, are considered part of the
observed Variable component that is measured in the measure-
ment framework for each Result type. Given that the Variable
component is always measured, it is the spatial and temporal
components that distinguish between the different Result types.
The spatial component may be ﬁxed, controlled, or measured. In
a ﬁxed space example, a Result may be measured on a single, ﬁxed
SamplingFeature (e.g., on a Specimen or at an individual Site).
Similarly, a Result may be measured on a single, ﬁxed Sam-
plingFeature, but at a location that is offset from the Sam-
plingFeature (e.g., a sensor that is installed at a Site, but located
some distance below the soil surface or above the ground). Where
space is controlled, a Result may be measured with values at
controlled X, Y locations within a SamplingFeature (e.g., values
representing a Variable measured at equally spaced locations
within a SamplingFeature that is a line or polygon). Measurements
along a sampling feature that is a trajectory (e.g., a glider where X,
Y, and potentially Z may vary) is an example of a Result type where
space is measured.
Similar to the spatial component, the temporal component may
be ﬁxed, controlled, or measured in ODM2. For a sensor installed at
a Site, individual data values are regularly recorded with a time
spacing that is controlled by the datalogger. However, in most cases
a Specimen is collected at single instant in time, effectively ﬁxing
the temporal component for any Results created from that Spec-
imen. In some special cases, the temporal component may be
measured (e.g., the time at which a particular value of a variable
occurred). In this case, the temporal component and the observed
Variable component correspond.
The data values and Result-speciﬁc attributes for each Result
type are represented in two entities per Result type. The ﬁrst entity
stores the attributes of the Result that are ﬁxed (i.e., attributes that
are the same for every data value within the Result). The second
entity stores the actual data values and attributes of the Result that
vary or are measured with each individual data value. Fig. 5 shows
this structure for a subset of Result types, including measurement,
time series coverage, section coverage, and transect coverage. In
addition to the Result types shown in Fig. 5, we have modeled
categorical, depth proﬁle, point coverage, trajectory coverage, and
spectra coverage Result types. Additional Result types beyond these
can be deﬁned by specifying a measurement framework anddesigning a similar, two-entity construct that can be added to the
Results schema without affecting the structure of the Core or other
schemas.
Regardless of the Result type, each individual data value within
a Result may have a spatial offset associated with it. Spatial offsets
for individual data values are used where an offset from a Sam-
plingFeature location is needed, but where that offset does not
constitute creation of a new SamplingFeature. Handling of spatial
offsets for data values is speciﬁc to the Result type. Examples
include time series Results at a weather station Site where sensors
are located a ﬁxed distance above the ground (each data value has
the same spatial offset) or a water quality depth proﬁle Result
where an instrument is lowered through a water column from a
boat anchored at a ﬁxed Site location (each data value has a
different spatial offset). Table 2 lists the measurement framework
for each of the Result types shown in Fig. 5 and describes how the
spatial offsets are handled. Fig. 6 provides an illustration of each.
Depending on the Result type, ODM2 allows data values that
have been aggregated in both space and time. For example, a
measurement Result may be based on a composite Specimen that
was collected over a period of time. Each recorded value in a time
series Result may represent an average over a speciﬁc time support
interval. A recorded value in a depth proﬁle Result may represent
an average (or some other statistic) over a speciﬁc depth interval
rather than an instantaneous value at a single depth. Spatial ag-
gregation is accomplished by specifying the interval over which the
aggregation occurred. For aggregation in time, a temporal aggre-
gation interval can be speciﬁed. A single aggregation statistic (e.g.,
average, minimum, maximum) can be chosen from a controlled
vocabulary that deﬁnes the type of aggregation performed on data
values over the combined space/time support of the recorded value.
4.4. Equipment and LabAnalyses extensions
The optional Equipment extension (Fig. 7) plays a vital role in
linking observations to the equipment that was used to create
them. Which sensor was used to measure temperature at a Site?
Which datalogger was used to record the data? What was the
model number of the mass spectrometer that made that mea-
surement, and whose labwas it in? These details are usually kept in
ﬁeld or laboratory notebooks and, in most cases, separate from the
observation values themselves. This makes it difﬁcult to link an
observation to the particular pieces of equipment used in the
measurement. Yet, it is important to preserve these metadata for
later use in post processing data for quality control and, in some
cases, in interpreting the resulting data values.
The Equipment extension, along with the DataQuality, and/or
LabAnalyses extensions (depending on the type of data being
collected), makes it possible to explicitly link observed data values
with the pieces of equipment used to record them. Direct linkage
can be made between Actions and the equipment used to perform
them. Individual pieces of equipment can be described, including
type, serial number, and purchase information. Owner and vendor
information are linked to Organizations and People. The Equipment
entity is linked to the EquipmentModels entity, which is used to
describe models of Equipment for which there may be multiple
instances (e.g., multiple dataloggers of the same model). For in-
struments capable of generating Results, information about Vari-
ables that can be measured or output and the Methods used by the
instrument can be recorded. Attributes of instruments and the
variables they measure include accuracy, resolution, and raw
output units.
Instances of Equipment can be related to each other via the
RelatedEquipment entity (e.g., instruments that are part of an in situ
sensor suite). Because these relationships are not static, the entity
Fig. 5. Entity-relationship diagram of the Results schema showing a subset of Result types.
Table 2
Description of and measurement framework for measurement, time series coverage, section coverage, and transect coverage Result types.
Result type Space Time Variable
Measurement: A single observed value
for a Variable, measured on or at a
SamplingFeature (in most cases a
Specimen), using a Method (e.g.,
laboratory analytical Method), with
speciﬁc Units and ProcessingLevel.
Fixed: Usually described by a
SamplingFeature that is a Site (ﬁxed X, Y,
and Z coordinates). The location at which
a Specimen was collected may be offset
from the Site location (e.g., below the
water surface in a lake).
Fixed: Fixed in time, with the timestamp
being associated with the instant at
which the Specimen was collected, or,
where the measurement was made in the
ﬁeld and does not involve a Specimen, the
instant at which the Measurement was
made.
Measured: The value is a ﬂoating point
number and represents an observation of
a Variable. ProcessingLevel, Units, Status,
and SampledMedium describe the Result
value.
Time Series Coverage: A series of values
observed over time for a Variable,
measured on or at a SamplingFeature
(e.g., a Site), using a Method (e.g.,
sensor), with speciﬁc Units and
ProcessingLevel.
Fixed: Usually described by a
SamplingFeature that is a Site (ﬁxed X, Y,
and Z coordinates). Location of the
measurement device may be offset from
the Site location (e.g., installed below the
soil surface or above the ground).
Controlled: Spacing is recorded via the
timestamp for each Result value. Spacing
and time support are controlled by the
sensor or logger.
Measured: Values are ﬂoating point
numbers and represent observations of a
Variable. ProcessingLevel, Units, Status,
and SampledMedium are the same for
every Result value in a Time Series
Coverage Result.
Section Coverage: A series of values
observed over varying X (horizontal)
and Z (vertical/depth) offsets for a
Variable, measured on or at a
SamplingFeature (i.e., a cross section
polygon), using aMethod, with speciﬁc
Units and ProcessingLevel.
Controlled: Covers a SamplingFeature
that is a polygon. Y is ﬁxed for each Result
value, but X and Z may vary. The X and Z
spacing may be consistent or variable.
Fixed or Controlled: May represent an
instant in time (e.g., all values have the
same timestamp) or, each value within
the Result may have its own timestamp
(e.g., a sensor is moved sequentially to
different locations within the section).
Measured: Values are ﬂoating point
numbers and represent observations of a
single Variable at each X, Z location
within the section. ProcessingLevel, Units,
Status, and SampledMedium are the same
for every value in the Result.
Transect Coverage: A series of observed
values for a Variable, measured on or at
a SamplingFeature (i.e., a 2-
dimensional transect line), using a
Method, with speciﬁc Units and
ProcessingLevel, but measured over
multiple locations along a transect
having varying offset dimensions (e.g.,
X and/or Y horizontal coordinates).
Controlled: Covers a SamplingFeature
that is a 2-dimensional transect line. Z is
ﬁxed for each value, but X and Y may
vary. The transect line is deﬁned by
connecting the X, Y coordinate pairs.
Spacing along the transect may be
variable or consistent, in which case an
intended transect spacing can be
speciﬁed.
Fixed or Controlled: Transect Coverage
Results may represent an instant in time
(e.g., all values along the transect have
the same timestamp) or each value
within the Transect Result may have it's
own timestamp (e.g., where a sensor is
moved sequentially to different locations
along the transect).
Measured: Values are ﬂoating point
numbers and represent measurements of
a single Variable at each X, Y location
within the transect. ProcessingLevel,
Units, Status, and SampledMedium are
the same for every value in the Result.
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Fig. 6. Illustrations of measurement, time series coverage, section coverage, and transect coverage Result types in common hydrologic data use cases.
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Actions and Equipment are linked via a bridge entity indicating a
many-to-many relationship between Actions and Equipment
because an Action may be performed using multiple pieces of
Equipment, and multiple Actions may be performed on or with a
single piece of Equipment.
The Equipment extension also describes equipment-related
Action types that do not generate Results but are directly related
to Actions that do (e.g., an “Instrument calibration” action can be
related to an “Instrument deployment” Action and a “Specimen
collection” Action can be associated with a “Specimen analysis”
Action, similar to the cases illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3). Some
equipment-related Actions require metadata in addition to those
used to describe generic Actions. In particular, the Calibra-
tionActions entity permits multiple calibration Methods, including
using a reference material or a reference sensor as the calibration
standard. For calibrations using reference equipment, the Action is
linked to the Equipment entity, and similarly, for calibrations using
a reference material (e.g., calibration solutions), the Action is linked
to entities describing reference materials from the DataQuality
extension. The reference material could also be a specimen, in
which case it can be linked to the SamplingFeatures entity.
Sensor suites and data collection activities at monitoring sites
change over time, and it is often important to track datalogger
programs used in ﬁeld deployments. The DataloggerProgramFiles
entity records information about datalogger programs. Each data-
logger program can generate multiple output data ﬁles, which are
described by the DataloggerFiles entity. A datalogger ﬁle typicallyconsists of multiple columns, one for each Variable. In most cases, a
sensor deployment that uses a datalogger and has an associated
datalogger ﬁle would generate a Result of type “Time series
coverage.” Time series coverage Results can be roughly mapped to a
column in a datalogger ﬁle; however, depending on how datalogger
ﬁles are managed, a single Time series coverage Result may span
many datalogger ﬁles (e.g., in the case where a new datalogger ﬁle
is created each time data are downloaded from the datalogger). The
DataloggerFileColumns entity is related to Results, and relates
datalogger ﬁles and programs to the Results they generate.
The LabAnalyses extension can be implemented for use cases
involving ex situ laboratory analyses of Specimens and adds a small
number of entities to the Equipment, SamplingFeatures, and Ref-
erenceMaterials extensions. These entities enable association of
Specimen collection or analysis Actions to Directives, which can
provide rationale for a data collection effort or project and the
resulting analyses. A SpecimenBatchPosition entity allows
recording of the order for which each Specimen in a batch was run
as part of an Action of type “Specimen analysis.” Finally, metadata
to associate specimens with standards are stored using the Refer-
enceMaterials entity.4.5. Provenance and external identiﬁers extensions
The optional Provenance extension (Fig. 8) is used to encode
Citations for Annotations, Datasets, andMethods, the author list for
Citations, and relationships among Annotations, Citations, Datasets,
and Results. The entities in the Provenance extension are primarily
Fig. 7. Entity-relationship diagram showing entities in the Equipment (orange outlines) and LabAnalyses (brown outlines) extensions. Entities from the Core (red outlines) and Data
Quality (light blue outlines) extensions are included to show relationships. Colored boxes are used to show logical groupings of entities. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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mation (e.g., where a Method or Dataset was added to an ODM2
instance from an existing source). However, where the ODM2
instance is the original source of a Dataset, a Citation can be created
that speciﬁes how the Dataset should be cited. A list of People and
their respective order of authorship can be speciﬁed for each
Citation.
The remaining entities in the Provenance extension were
created to encode relationships among Datasets, Results, Citations,
and Annotations. Speciﬁc relationship types are selected from a
controlled vocabulary. For example, a relationship can be expressed
between two Datasets indicating that one is a newer version of
another using a relationship type term of “isNewVersionOf.” Se-
mantic terms describing relationship types expressed by DataCite
(DataCite, 2013) were adopted for use within ODM2. Relationships
among Results are a special case given that a Result may be derived
from one or more other Results (e.g., a time series of river stage
might be converted to a time series of discharge). Where desirable,
the relationship between a derived Result and the Result(s) from
which it was derived can be speciﬁed using the RelatedResults
entity. A relationship type term of “isDerivedFrom” would be
selected from the controlled vocabulary. An optional VersionCode
can be speciﬁed if a speciﬁc version number or code is to be applied.
In cases were a Result is derived from multiple other Results,
multiple entries would be entered in the RelatedResults entity.
Each could be assigned a RelatedResultSequenceNumber that
identiﬁes the order in which the Result was used in the derivation.
Where it is required to store an equation by which the conversion
was performed, it can be encoded in the DerivationEquationsentity. The DerivationEquation entity can encode the equation in
such away that it records the sequence inwhich the related Results
were used so the derivation is repeatable.
As another measure for recording provenance information,
ODM2 provides an optional External Identiﬁers schema for estab-
lishing linkages between entities within an ODM2 instance and
representations of those entities in other systems. For example,
investigators from a CZO may register Specimens in the SESAR
system and then want to encode the IGSN for each Specimen in an
ODM2 database instance. The entities in the External Identiﬁers
schema required to make this linkage are shown in Fig. 9. Similar
linkages to external systems can be made for People (e.g., Open
Researcher and Contributor ID e ORCID, http://orcid.org), Refer-
ence Materials, Methods (e.g., National Environmental Methods
Index ID e http://www.nemi.gov), Variables, TaxonomicClassiﬁers,
and Citations (e.g., Digital Object Identiﬁer e DOI).4.6. Annotations and data quality extensions
One limitation of ODM 1.1.1 was that each data value could only
be annotated with a single data qualifying comment, and no in-
formation could be stored about who created a qualiﬁer or when it
was applied. Additionally, annotation of the other entities was
impossible without modifying the schema. The optional ODM2
Annotations extension addresses this shortcoming and enables
users to create qualifying comments or notes about entities within
an ODM2 instance. The Annotations extension (Fig. 10) was
designed such that one or more annotations can be added to in-
stances of the following entities: SamplingFeatures, Actions,
Fig. 8. Entity-relationship diagram of the Provenance schema.
Fig. 9. Entity-relationship diagram showing a subset of the External Identiﬁers schema and demonstrating how linkages to external identiﬁer systems can be made for Sam-
plingFeatures and People in ODM2.
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the ResultTypes), and Equipment. This met the needs of our data
use cases. Withminor modiﬁcation, the annotations entity could bebridged with any of the other ODM2 entities.
Each text Annotation is classiﬁed by an AnnotationType selected
from a controlled vocabulary (e.g., “Action annotation” or
Fig. 10. Entity-relationship diagram showing a subset of the Annotations schema for SamplingFeatures and Actions.
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tionCode (e.g., “a” as a code for a text annotation of “Approved”).
Each text Annotation is also optionally described by a date onwhich
it was created and is linked to the Person that created it. An
annotation may also be linked to a Citation via the ODM2 Prove-
nance extensionwhere it is desirable to store information about the
source of a particular Annotation. Annotations are added to indi-
vidual instances of the entities listed above. For example, an
Annotation can be added to a single SamplingFeature without
requiring a similar value for all other SamplingFeatures. This allows
users to make very granular text Annotations. The design also al-
lows for multiple Annotations for a single entity instance e e.g., in
the case that a user needs to add many Annotations to a single
Result or data value.
The optional DataQuality extension (Fig. 11) enables users to
encode speciﬁc information about the quality of their Results.
Values for the accuracy, precision, method detection limit, report-
ing level, etc. for the data values within a Result can be encoded
using the DataQuality entity. Additionally, the DataQuality exten-
sion provides the ability to encode information about reference
materials. Reference materials, sometimes called calibration stan-
dards, are materials or substances whose properties are sufﬁciently
homogenous and well established to be used for the calibration of
an apparatus or instrument, the assessment of a measurement
method, or for assigning values to unknown specimens. Most
analytical instrumentation requires the analysis of a referencematerial for accurate instrument calibration and/or for normaliza-
tion of the resulting data values to established scales and units.
Tracking information about the speciﬁc reference material used for
a measurement is critical for interpreting many Results. The Ref-
erenceMaterials entity provides a means to track materials used to
develop calibrations and normalizations, and the ReferenceMater-
ialValues entity records the speciﬁc established values used for the
calibration or normalization.4.7. ExtensionProperties extension
As an optional extensibility mechanism for ODM2, we included
an ExtensionProperties extension. This extension enables users to
add new attributes to entities within ODM2 without modifying the
structure of the base information model. Fig. 12 shows an example
of the general structure of the ExtensionProperties extension.
Extension properties are created by specifying a name and
description, data type, and Units (where appropriate) for a prop-
erty, and then assigning a value for that property to related in-
stances of an entity (e.g., one or more particular SamplingFeatures
or Actions). This structure enables the addition of extension prop-
erties to individual instances of each entity. For example an ODM2
user may want to add a speciﬁc property called “ContainerVolume”
with an integer data type and Units of milliliters to all water quality
Specimen SamplingFeatures in an ODM2 database. That same
property would be inappropriate for SamplingFeatures of other
Fig. 11. Entity-relationship diagram showing entities in the DataQuality extension.
Fig. 12. Entity-relationship diagram showing a subset of the ExtensionProperties schema for SamplingFeatures and Actions.
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were collected). We have currently modeled extension properties
for SamplingFeatures, Actions, Methods, Results, Variables, and
Citations as these are the entities that are most likely to be
extended. However, a similar construct could be used to create
extension properties for any entity in ODM2.
4.8. Controlled vocabularies extension
Like ODM 1.1.1, ODM2 was designed with controlled vocabu-
laries (CVs) that deﬁne the terms that can be used to populatemany
of the metadata attributes within the entities of the information
model in efforts to reduce the semantic heterogeneity across
multiple instances of ODM2. Names of attributes within ODM2 for
which CVs have been developed end with “CV” (e.g., ActionTypeCV,
ResultTypeCV, VariableTypeCV, etc.), and entities for encoding CV
terms have been added to an optional CV extension. Several of the
ODM2 CVs are “Type” CVs that specify the specialized type of a
particular entity instance and participate in the business logic of
the information model. For example, a Result's type is speciﬁed in
the ResultTypeCV attribute, and the value of the ResultTypeCV
attribute would indicate which linked entities contain the full
metadata description and data values associated with the Result
(e.g., a Result with ResultTypeCV of “Time series coverage” would
have relatedmetadata and data values in the TimeSeriesResults and
TimeSeriesResultValues entities).
We developed an initial version for all of the ODM2 CVs and
exposed them in a community CV registry and moderation website
(http://vocabulary.odm2.org). This website is similar to the shared
vocabulary moderation system we built for ODM 1.1.1 (Horsburgh
et al., 2014). In fact, several of the ODM2 CVs were inherited
directly from those used in ODM 1.1.1. Others were developed for
new attributes that have been added to ODM2. Many of these
describe Specimens and their attributes and adopted terms from
PetDB. The ODM2 CV registry provides the capability to view the
existing CVs and terms, request edits to existing terms, and request
new terms. We also enhanced this website with a Representational
State Transfer (REST)ful web service application programming
interface (API) to expose each of the vocabularies and individual
terms using Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS)
encoding (Isaac and Summers, 2009) so they could be automati-
cally/programmatically retrieved in a format that is compatible
with other vocabulary systems. Although we have suggested terms
for all of the CVs within ODM2 via the ODM2 CV registry website
and encourage users to adopt and contribute to the community
moderation of these terms, ODM2 does allow for using terms from
any formally published vocabularies.
5. Physical implementations for ODM2
Physical implementations of the ODM2 information model
serve a particular purpose or function, in this case major roles and
functionalities within SOAs for managing and publishing observa-
tional data. At the outset of our work, four primary physical
implementations of ODM2 were identiﬁed, including data storage,
data exchange, metadata cataloging, and data archival. It should be
noted that because physical implementations serve different pur-
poses (e.g., storage on disk versus data exchange over the Internet),
they may use different syntax, ﬁle formats, software technologies,
and data types. Our choices for the physical implementations
described in the following paragraphs were driven by the needs of
our existing cyberinfrastructure systems (e.g., RDBMS are
commonly used in geoscience cyberinfrastructure and the systems
we have developed). However, our needs may be different than
what others may choose for physical implementations usingdifferent technologies. For example, some may wish to implement
concepts from the ODM2 information model within object-
relational or object oriented databases, NoSQL databases, Java-
Script Object Notation (JSON) for data exchange, etcs. In each case
described below, a mapping was performed to ensure that the in-
formation model content could be expressed using the ﬁle formats,
data types, and organizational structures available within the
chosen software technology. Similar mappings would have to be
performed for any speciﬁc physical implementations of ODM2.
To support data storage, we developed relational database
implementations of ODM2. Structured query language (SQL) scripts
are available for generating blank ODM2 databases within Micro-
soft SQL Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and SQLite. Users can choose
the appropriate script for their platform to implement an ODM2
database for use as an operational data store. Although not yet
available, modiﬁed relational database implementations that take
advantage of data warehousing techniques could be implemented
to facilitate efﬁcient querying and analysis of data stored in an
ODM2 database. We have also developed a Python-based object
model representation of ODM2 with an associated Python API that
we are using as the basis of new software tools for loading data into
and managing data within ODM2 databases. The Python object
model and API can be used on Windows, Mac, and Linux platforms
and with the four relational database management systems listed
above. These tools are available via the ODM2 Python API source
code repository (https://github.com/ODM2/ODM2PythonAPI).
Our work to date on a data exchange format for ODM2 has two
facets. First, we have deﬁned a YAML (YAML Ain't Markup
Language)-based text ﬁle format called YODA (YAML Observations
Data Archive) for encoding ODM2 datasets for exchange over the
Internet (https://github.com/ODM2/YODA-File). Similar to CZO
Display Files used to encode time series of observational data for
ingestion into ODM 1.1.1 databases, the primary objective for the
YODA format is to encode more diverse observational datasets (i.e.,
time series of sensor data and/or geochemical data derived from
physical samples, whereas CZO Display ﬁles are limited to time
series) in a human and machine readable format for transfer over
the Internet. One of the driving use cases for YODA ﬁles is to enable
data managers from individual CZO sites to transfer observations
datasets encoded in a YODA ﬁle to the CZOData systemwhere they
can be loaded into an ODM2 database and cataloged for discovery.
Standardization on the YODA ﬁle format helps to overcome the
heterogeneity in data management systems used by the different
CZOs and supports integration of a broader set of observational
data types into the existing CZOData system. At the time of this
writing, we have developed Microsoft Excel-based data entry
templates intowhich datamanagers can paste data and then export
a valid YODA ﬁle. YODA ﬁles contain fully speciﬁed ODM2 datasets,
and we are now investigating YODA as a potential long-term data
archival format for submitted datasets. Work is ongoing within the
CZOData project to integrate YODA ﬁles into the existing CZOData
system.
In addition to the YODA format, we are experimenting with XML
and JSON encodings of ODM2 datasets for use with web services
that allow retrieval of datasets from an ODM2 database. This in-
cludes mapping ODM2 Results to existing XML schemas (e.g.,
mapping ODM2 time series coverage Results to WaterML 1.1, see
https://github.com/ODM2/WOFpy for implementation and ser-
vices) and extending beyond existing XML schemas to support
additional ODM2 result types (see https://github.com/ODM2/
ODM2RESTfulWebServices for implementation and services).
When complete, these efforts will enablemultiple opportunities for
ODM2 users. First, users will be able to host their own ODM2 da-
tabases and compatible web services that can be integrated with
cyberinfrastructure systems like those hosted at the CUAHSI Water
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WaterML). Second, the ODM2 web services under development
have an extensibility mechanism that would enable adaptation of
the service to an existing data store for cases where users maywant
to become interoperable at the service interface and exchange
format level while keeping their existing data store.
Although we have not yet implemented a formal metadata
catalog based on ODM2, we structured ODM2 with data values
outside of the core schema to better support an eventual metadata
catalog implementation. We also included globally unique identi-
ﬁers (GUIDs) in ODM2 for SamplingFeatures, Results, and Datasets
to aid in disambiguating these entities across metadata compiled
from multiple ODM2 instances. A primary application area for this
functionality will be in future iterations of the CZOData system,
where CZO data managers are routinely working with both sensor
and sample data and where we are working to develop a catalog
that provides access to both.
Finally, we have adopted ODM2 as the storage model for hy-
drologic time series datasets in HydroShare (http://www.
hydroshare.org) (Tarboton et al., 2014; Horsburgh et al., 2015). In
HydroShare, users can upload time series datasets and share them
with other HydroShare users, providing scientists with a conve-
nient way to store and share data without setting up any data
management infrastructure, while at the same time taking advan-
tage of the rich metadata capabilities of ODM2. New functionality
under development in HydroShare includes the ability to upload a
YODA ﬁle that is then parsed into an ODM2 SQLite database to
support value-added functionality such as visualization. We also
plan to extend the use of ODM2 for storing Specimen-based data-
sets in HydroShare.
6. Discussion and concluding remarks
Our ultimate goal was to develop an information model that is
integrative and extensible, that accommodates a wide range of
observational data, and that serves both research scientists and
software developers by providing the information model, initial
physical implementations, and software tools that can be used to
promote greater interoperability across multiple disciplines and
systems that support publication of Earth observations. Identifying
the information requirements was a necessary ﬁrst step that was
greatly facilitated by the community of people who participated.
We anticipate that the designs and approaches presented in this
paper will continue to stimulate further discussion and advances
within the geosciences community with respect to data storage,
exchange, metadata cataloging, and archival in support of geo-
science research. Indeed, we anticipate that some adopters will
implement ODM2 “as-is” using the software tools we have devel-
oped. Others will examine what we have developed and modify it
to suit their needs within their own system development as was
observed with earlier versions of ODM. We expect that continuing
work within our group and the work of others will explore the
performance of the various ODM2 physical implementations we
have developed. These tests may provide feedback into the system
development lifecycle that will enable us to continue advancing
ODM2 and related software tools. The open source code repository
for ODM2 (http://www.github.com/ODM2/ODM2) and the active
software development community we have established provide
mechanisms for new functionality, performance enhancements,
and new types of physical implementations to be integrated into
subsequent versions of ODM2.
ODM2 signiﬁcantly improves the ability of scientists to capture
metadata describing their observations. The representation of Ac-
tions and relationships between Actions, the People that perform
them, the Methods and Equipment that are used, and the Resultsthat are generated is a powerful new way to describe sampling,
sensing, and analysis workﬂows that up to this point have been
captured only in ﬁeld and/or laboratory notebooks that are not
accessible to potential data users. Separation of the metadata
description of Results from the actual data values enabled us to
ﬂexibly model Results of many different types, provided a way to
support additional Result types in the future, and enabled a catalog
implementation of ODM2 that contains metadata about Results,
but no data values. Representation of Citations and speciﬁc se-
mantic relationships among important entities within ODM2 is
another important advancement that aids with provenance
tracking and properly crediting original authors/creators. When
considered as a whole, the ODM2 core schema and the extensions
described here contain a fair degree of complexity. However, ODM2
implementations do not have to be “complete” in a sense that they
implement all developed extensions. An implementation that
meets any speciﬁc application needs (within the scope of ODM2)
can be constructed using the core schema and one or more of the
described extensions or other extensions built using the same
pattern.
ODM2 enhances the domain-speciﬁc information models and
encodings used by the cyberinfrastructure systems we have
developed over the past several years and standardizes de-
scriptions of common characteristics of spatially discrete Earth
observations. It is already being used in production implementa-
tions within the IEDA and EarthChem systems. It is now being used
to represent time series and will eventually be used to represent
Specimen-based datasets within the CUAHSI HydroShare system.
We are also now working to integrate it with the CZOData cyber-
infrastructure and software systems supported by the CUAHSI
Water Data Center. The use of ODM2 by these systems standardizes
the representation of many different aspects of the metadata
describing observations. Indeed, ODM2 is key to realizing oppor-
tunities for more reliable data and information integration across
these and other domain cyberinfrastructures. The emerging soft-
ware ecosystem to support the physical implementations of ODM2,
including support for implementation across multiple desktop and
server platforms, will make it usable both within large-scale
cyberinfrastructure development efforts as well as in more local-
ized use cases for individual researchers or research groups. Soft-
ware tools for implementing and working with ODM2 are being
developed in several open source code repositories within the
ODM2 GitHub organization (https://github.com/ODM2), and con-
tributions from the community are welcomed.
Although we have made progress with ODM2 in supporting a
suite of new functionality, we are still working to extend it. The
extensibility mechanisms we have included and the modular core
plus extensions design make this possible. Future extension sche-
mas for ODM2 that we are currently working on include one for
storing the metadata, Results, and intermediate data products of
model simulations and one for capturing metadata that describe
observations made under experimental or treatment conditions
(e.g., tracer studies where ambient conditions within an aquatic
environment are altered by release of an artiﬁcial tracer chemical).
These use cases have grown out of related research projects for
which ODM2 already meets a high percentage of the project's in-
formation needs, but for which speciﬁc extensions are needed to
fully support the additional metadata.
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